Pattern visual evoked potentials recorded from human occipital cortex with chronic subdural electrodes.
Pattern evoked potentials to full- and partial-field stimulation were recorded simultaneously from scalp electrodes and from subdural electrodes located over the temporal and occipital cortex, including electrodes placed over or close to the lower lip of the calcarine fissure. High-amplitude pattern evoked potentials were recorded exclusively from electrodes localized in the vicinity of the calcarine fissure and showed a positive-negative deflection in phase with surface recordings, followed by a second negative peak phase reversed with respect to the major surface positive peak ("P100"). The findings suggest that the initial component is an expression of the afferent volley and that the second component (equivalent of the surface "P100") is most probably generated as a dipole strictly localized to the visual cortex in close proximity of the calcarine fissure (area 17 and/or area 18).